National Service Criminal History Check Updates
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Fieldprint Accounts

AmeriCorps has updated its guidance regarding grantee Fieldprint accounts since the Fieldprint training held on Feb. 23. Based on the questions from the training, AmeriCorps has changed its guidance to reflect that grant recipients/subrecipients are not required to create separate Fieldprint accounts for each grant project. Checks for multiple grant projects may be ordered on the same account.

Grantees must continue to update the grant number and expiration date with Fieldprint. You may provide the grant number and end date for any open AmeriCorps grant awarded to your organization. Only current AmeriCorps grant recipients/subrecipients are allowed to order checks under the AmeriCorps user agreement with Fieldprint.

However, subrecipients/subsites must establish separate Fieldprint accounts for grants prior to being mapped to prime grantees for monitoring purposes.

Please review the updated Fieldprint training recording and presentation slides in Litmos for more information.

Truescreen Platform Update

On Jan. 27, AmeriCorps shared that Truescreen will update its user platform from “1.0” to “2.0”. In April, Truescreen users will have the opportunity to preview the new platform by selecting “Try New Version” at the top of their Truescreen account page. Truescreen will transition all accounts over to the new platform beginning in May.

Updated Grant Recipient Resources

- **NSHC FAQs**: New FAQ addresses NSHC applicability for certain Commission grants.
- **Using NSOPW and State Repositories Manual**: The New Hampshire state repository has changed the name of the bureau responsible for criminal history checks.
- **NSHC Steps Table**: Reformatted and additional details added to some steps.
- **March Training Recordings**: Recordings and presentation slides from the March NSHC training sessions are available on Litmos.

Review the rule, guidance, and FAQs on the Knowledge Network.
If you have any additional questions, contact CHC@cns.gov.